ROGOZNICA PROPERTY - BUILDING LANDS FOR SALE SEVID - RG1416
- Code:: RG1416
- Building Land
- Rogoznica, Sevid
- Price: € 275,000
- Price to: € 275,000

- Bedrooms:
- Object size: m²
- Internal area: m²
- Garden size: m²
- Swimming pool: No
- Parking: Yes
- Water: No

- Bathrooms:
- Distance from sea: 100 m
- External space *: m²
- Plot size: 800 m²
- Sea view: Yes
- Electricity: Yes
- Sold: No

* balcony, terrace

:: SPACIOUS PLOTS :: PROXIMITY TO SEA :: PEACEFUL AREA :: AMAZING VIEWS :: ROAD ACCESS ::
:: :: VARIOUS BUILDING OPTIONS ::

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION:
RG1416 – Two spacious building lands for sale Sevid, located only 100 m from the sea.
Each land is about 800 m² with a south and east orientation allowing beautiful views of the nearby green
surroundings and the entire bay. The price of these two spacious building lands is €275.000 each, a truly great
value for money considering the building options that these lands offer. Geometer survey has been done, the
boundaries defined and property marked, and the request for a building permit has been made. Furthermore, the
plots have a wide pathway making the access from the road to the parcels easy and quick for pedestrians and
vehicles. The lands are suitable for both large family houses or villas, as well as apartment buildings with
separate housing units. In each case the buyer has enough building space for a multilevel building with a
commodious courtyard.
Sevid is a lovely little village in the inland of Trogir Riviera, and a fantastic holiday resort. Located on a narrow
peninsula in a beautiful bay, Sevid is well know to local people for its extraordinarily turquoise colored sea. Aside
from its rare vibrant color the sea in Sevid is rich in marine life relishing in its cleanliness. Since the two building
lands for sale are so close to the shore, the buyers always have a marvelous view of the sea and an opportunity to
enjoy in its purity and freshness. The mentioned pathway from the parcels to the road provides a few minutes
distance from an amazing pebble beach, which is another great asset. Overall having a holiday home in this
charming little Mediterranean settlement is ideal for all of those in need of a peaceful gateway. Its breathtaking
natural beauties paired with the locations’ serenity really give you a chance to relax and recharge undisturbed by
the commotion and crowd of large urban environments.
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